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Objective: advance our understanding of the role of vertical mixing in the heat 
and carbon budgets of the Arctic Ocean, the role of ocean heat flux in 
modulating the sea ice thickness and area, and the associated feedbacks

AROMA will contribute to comprehensive observational programs to understand 
and quantify the fundamental processes of vertical mixing and vertical fluxes 
that shape the oceanographic and biogeochemical structure of the Arctic Ocean 

AROMA collaborates with and contributes to the multidisciplinary programs:



Carmack et al. (2015) 

Vertical turbulent fluxes in the water column are key in the transfer 
of momentum, heat and matter, and in water mass transformations

Changing Arctic:

”Atlantification” of the eastern
Eurasian Basin (Polyakov et al., 2017)

”Atlantification” of the Barents Sea 
(Barton et al., 2018)

Declining sea ice
 stronger seasonal cycle 
 more wind energy input 
 more vertical mixing …



AROMA is motivated by the rapid changes that are now occurring in the 
Arctic climate system, with thinning sea ice, warming ocean and 
atmosphere temperatures, the consequences for the uptake of 
atmospheric CO2, strong climate feedbacks, and implications for society. 

Duration:  4 year (2019 – 2022)

Budget: 13.8 million NOK 
(9.5 from RCN, 4.3 own financing)

Outcomes and impacts: 

We will deliver observation-based 
constraints on the fluxes of energy 
and matter in the upper ocean. 

Broader impact will be achieved 
through a strong link with MOSAiC
and Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP).

Deployment during N-ICE2015
Picture: Algot Peterson



Hypotheses:

1) vertical mixing rates are enhanced in the absence of 
sea ice, and bring toward the upper ocean and sea ice

a. more ocean heat  positive feedback 
 more melting

b. more CO2  reduced air-sea DpCO2

 less CO2 uptake

c. more nutrients      increased net primary production

2) the dominant mixing mechanisms are

a. central Arctic: internal waves; upwelling; storms

b. continental slope and shelves: tides; upwelling

3) an efficient vertical pathway of CO2 to the interior 
ocean is brine release from first year ice formation Pictures: Paul Dodd

Microstructure profiling



www.mosaic-expedition.org



Data collected will be submitted to the 
Norwegian Marine Data Centre and the Bjerknes
Climate Data Centre. Further dissemination will 
be established through MOSAiC and LEGACY 
data management plans. 

Utilizing gliders from the
Norwegian national facility
for ocean gliders: 
http://norgliders.gfi.uib.no/



AROMA contribution to MOSAiC

- participate with one person (leg 6)

- interface and equip one autonomous profiler with microstructure sensors, implement 
internal data processing to relay data through Iridium (leg 6)

- uprising vertical microstructure profiler measuring up to the ice-water interface (all legs)

- clusters with pCO2, T/S and current profilers (25/50/100 m below ice, all legs)

- a 200 m-long T/S string for process studies (internal waves, brine-release etc.) (all legs)

- background ocean current measurements (all legs)

AROMA contribution to LEGACY

- Participate in the process studies (north of Svalbard and Barents Sea)

- Increase critical mass for data analysis and synthesis of glider and mooring programme

- Provide the ocean-process link between LEGACY and MOSAiC



The research team and collaboration 

Fer and A. Olsen, a PhD student (NN), a postdoctoral researcher
and 2 Master’s students (all at the Geophysical Institute, UoB)

National network-building and synergistic activity through LEGACY with UNIS 
(Longyearbyen), MET (Oslo), NTNU (Trondheim) and NPI (Tromsø) 

International network: C. Provost (LOCEAN, France), 
I. Polyakov (U. of Alaska, Fairbanks)
Y.-D. Lenn (Bangor, UK)
T. Stanton (Nav Postgraduante School)
EU project INTAROS (S. Sandven, Nansen Centre)

THANK YOU!
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